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As a global specialist in energy management with operations in more
than 100 countries, Schneider Electric offers integrated solutions
across multiple market segments, including leadership positions in
energy and infrastructure, industrial processes, building automation,
and data centres/networks, as well as a broad presence in residential
applications. Focused on making energy safe, reliable, and efficient, the
company’s 114,000 employees achieved sales of more than 18.3 billion
euros in 2008, through an active commitment to help individuals and
organizations “Make the most of their energy”.
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provides solutions that represent the best in lifestyle and innovation
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products in the areas of building and home automation, structured
cabling, and designer switches and sockets. They help the finest
architectures around the world to achieve more with less.
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A single, simple
connection panel for all
your guests’ devices
A quick peek into the luggage of a modern traveller typically
reveals a collection of electronic devices.
You might find a laptop computer, a digital camera, an MP3,
a portable DVD player, PDA and more. Yet few hotels are
equipped to allow guests to get the most from their gadgets.
Typically, outlets are scattered around a room. They are
difficult for guests to reach and not aesthetically pleasing.
Now, thanks to Schneider Electric innovative EPIC Organiser,
you can delight your guests with a room or suite that is
completely compatible with all their devices.
Equipping your hotel with the EPIC Organiser will elevate your
service to a superior level of quality.

Suite Dreams

Total power
There are few things more frustrating than
arriving in a foreign country to find your devices’
batteries are running low and cannot be
recharged. With our TruGlobal Socket and USB
Charger Hub such problems really are a thing of
the past.

TruGlobal Socket –
The most compatible socket in the world
The patent-pending TruGlobal Socket accepts A,
B, C, D, E, F, G, I, J, K and L plug types and is thus
compatible with plugs used by virtually every
traveler worldwide – the widest coverage ever in
the history of sockets. It is also the first socket
in its type and class to comply with IEC 608841:2002, BS546, BS1363-1, AS/NZS 3112 and SEV
1011 standards.
USB Charger & Hub
The USB port is fast becoming the most
important source of electrical power for mobile
devices. This all-in-one charger recharges 3
devices simultaneously with no need for a
computer. It also allows normal data sharing
when a computer is plugged in.

Total entertainment

Entertainment takes on a whole new meaning
with the digital revolution. Photos and videos
can be shared without waiting. Movies and music
can be carried around without burden. People
are in charge of what, when and how they are
entertained. Ultimately, the Total Entertainment
solution ensures that all kinds of devices and
media carriers are usable and adds a new
dimension to in-room entertainment.

Control & Charge dock for iPod
In addition to simple plug and play delivery of
music tracks, videos and photos from an iPod
via the guest room TV, this system offers the
added advantage of remote controlling iPods
with multilingual on-screen displays on the TV.
It also recharges and supports most currently
available iPods with no need for an adaptor.

“Made for iPod” means that an electronic accessory
has been designed to connect specifically to iPod and
has been certified by the developer to meet Apple
performance standards.
Apple is not responsible for the operation of this device
or its compliance with safety and regulatory standards.
iPod is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S.
and other countries.

HDMI port
As the latest standard for ultimate High
Definition transmission, our HDMI port enables
instant viewing of HD video on in-room TVs
direct from video recorders. It also conforms to
HDMI 1.3 specifications with deep colour support

USB2.0 port
With a high-speed 480Mbps-rated connection,
this port enables mega-pixel digital photos to be
shared in their full glory via in-room TVs without
lag or delay.
Multi-Card reader
Compatible with WinME, Win2k WinXP, Vista,
Linux and Apple MacOS, this 4-port mini-USB
card reader empowers guests with simultaneous
access to, and sharing of, data between SD/
MicroSD, MS, CF and XD memory cards.
RCA and S video socket
Compatible with all devices, this handy 4-socket
enables guests to enjoy personal music and
videos.

A tech-chic room for
the “bleisure” age
With business and leisure blurring like never before, “going the
extra mile” for discerning travelers means creating a genuinely
extraordinary “bleisure” experience that will invariably be
rewarded with dazzling smiles from your guests. the “bleisure”
age, who will boast to their friends and colleagues how your
hotel let them:
• View the videos and photographs they shot that day on the
in-room television
• Connect their MP3 and video player to the in-room AV
system to enjoy their personal entertainment
• Link their laptops to the in-room AV system for big-screen
computing
• Work more efficiently and have fun via the in-room interface
to their PDA, PSP and other game machines
The EPIC Organiser can intelligently convert various types of
data signals to TV output to bring your hotel into the personal
entertainment revolution.

With EPIC’s installation friendly design, you can have absolute
control of where the EPIC Organiser should be placed in
order to get guests impressed at first sight entering the
room, you can also choose a place that is at the most easy to
reach corner for them to enjoy too.
Not only do you add an extra element of style to your interior
decoration, the superb quality finish and a choice of colours
and materials also guarantee the EPIC Organiser looks
perfectly in presidential suite. You’ll love its appearance as
much as guests will love its usefulness.

The EPIC Organiser even features a changeable faceplate. So
if you decide to change your décor, you can change the face
plate to match. And the unit is tough and easily cleaned and
maintained – you couldn’t ask for more.
Schneider Electric produces a complete range of switches
and connections purpose-made for the hospitality industry.
Choose Schneider Electric all the way for the epitome of
elegance.

Face plate options

Number of gangs available
2 gang
3 gang

White Glass x Silver

Black Glass x Silver

4 gang
5 gang
Brushed Metal x Silver

Pearl White Plastic

EPIC Organiser
Product Specifications

Change the features to
match the future

Standard configurations

Plus plus plus

Total Power

When technology changes in the future, you’ll be able to
easily upgrade the EPIC Organiser to accommodate those
changes. That’s because the EPIC Organiser features a fully
modular design.
You can also order the configuration most suitable for your
needs, incorporating your choice of:
• 110/240V power supply sockets
•	Audio/video/voice player recorder equipment connections
for S-video, RCA, Mini Audio, and PC RGB (DB 15)
•	Digital device interfaces requiring data ports such as Cat6
• Telephone connections
• USB module
•	Easily upgraded for standards anticipated to become
popular
• Rear cables for TV connections quoted on request
• Conduits to hold cables

Pick and mix modules

Grommet
Plate
USB Charger
& Hub

2 Gang Panel

TruGlobal
Power Socket

Wallmount

Control & Charge Card Reader
dock for iPod

USB and
HDMI

False Wallmount
Solid Wallmount
Deskmount

Deskmount wooden box option

RCA and
S Video

Other options
Titanium Black

Easy to install, plug and
play simplicity for guests
5 Gang Panel

Sound good? Find out how your guests react by installing
one in a room. Contact us today and we’ll get you started.

BS Power
Socket

China 2-3 pin
Power Socket

HDMI

RCA

USB

VGA and
Mini Audio

Keystone
Voice & Data

Blank

* Please contact us for the availability of other configurations.

Some AV products can even be detected by the EPIC
Organiser – the TV senses the signal and adapts
automatically to the visuals and sound produced by the
device. That’s true plug and play capability.

Remember, you can be sure this product is right for your
property because it has been developed specifically for
use in the hospitality sector.

Deskmount

3 Gang Panel

4 Gang Panel

And it’s effortlessly simple to install the units – no special
expertise is required.

Cables &
Conduits

Mounting options

Total Entertainment

And many more coming soon...

It’s easy for guests to plug into the user friendly EPIC
Organiser because the connection points are carefully
designed with adequate space between them.

Connectivity
Kit

Materials and finishes options
White Glass x Silver 		
Brushed Metal x Silver

Black Glass x Silver
Pearl White Plastic x Pearl White

